Jolly Phonics for the Whiteboard: Flipcharts, Step 2

As with Step 1, the flipcharts for Steps 2 and 3 follow a basic pattern:

- **Main Menu:** 12 weekly units
- **Instructions**
- **Unit Menu:** 6 options

Each step has twelve weekly units. These units are divided into six sections: 1. Daily practice, 2. Alternatives, 3. Handwriting, 4. Tricky words, 5. Words and sentences, 6. Printable worksheets.

1. **Daily Practice:** offers a choice of flashcards, sound dictation, and word blending and segmenting, for some practice every day.

   - **Flashcards:** choose from practising **all** the letter sounds, the sounds from groups 1-3, or groups 4-7.
   - **Dictation:** choose from practising **all** the letter sounds, the sounds from groups 1-3, or groups 4-7.
   - **Blending and Sounding:** provides a page of words a day for blending and segmenting.
Unit 1

Alternatives: <y> saying /ee/ on the end of words

Blending words: <y> as /ee/
Reveal and blend
Word & picture matching

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / SATIPN

Alphabet
Letter formation
Upper & lower case matching

Tricky Words: you, your

Revision: first 12 words
Reading: two new tricky words

Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words
Tricky word dictation: you, your

Words and Sentences

Word dictation
Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting
Upper & lower case match
Model sentence
Unit 2

Alternatives: Short vowels

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / CKEHRMD

Tricky Words: come, some

Words and Sentences

Printable Worksheets
Unit 3

Alternatives: Short vowels and \textit{ck}

Blending \textit{ck} words  
Write the \textit{ck} word in the rocket

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / GOULFB

Alphabet  
Letter formation  
Upper & lower case matching activities

Tricky Words: said, here, there

Revision: last 12 words  
Reading: three new tricky words

Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words  
Tricky word dictation

Words and Sentences

Word dictation  
Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting  
Upper & lower case match  
Read word & draw  
Model sentence
Unit 4

Alternatives: Short vowels and double letters

Blend double-letter words

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / Capital J

Alphabet

Letter formation

Upper & lower case matching

Tricky Words: they

Revision: last 12 words

Reading: one new tricky word

Words and Sentences

Word dictation

Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting

Upper & lower case match

Read word & draw

Model sentence
Unit 5

Alternatives: Long vowels and 'magic e'

Reveal & blend words  Read word & draw picture

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / ZWV

Alphabet  Letter formation  Upper & lower case matching

Tricky Words: go, no, so

Revision: last 12 words  Reading: three new tricky words

Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words  Tricky word dictation

Words and Sentences

Word dictation  Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting  Read word & draw  Model sentence
Unit 6

Alternatives: Long vowels and 'magic <e>'

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / YXQ

Tricky Words: my, one, by

Words and Sentences

Printable Worksheets
**Unit 7**

**Alternatives:** ‹ay› & ‹oy› saying /oi/

- **Day:** shy ‹i› & toughy ‹y›
- **Boy:** shy ‹i› & toughy ‹y›

Blend ‹ay› & ‹oy› words

Anagrams

**Handwriting:** Alphabet & Song / All capitals

- Alphabet
- Alphabetical order
- Upper & lower case matching

**Tricky Words:** only, old

- Revision: last 12 words
- Reading: two new tricky words

- Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words
- Tricky word dictation: only, old

**Words and Sentences**

- Word dictation
- Model sentence

**Printable Worksheets**

- Alphabetical order
- Anagrams
- Model sentence
Unit 8

Alternatives: <ea> saying /ee/

<ee> & <ea> saying /ee/  
Blending <ea> words  
Reveal & write: <ee> or <ea>?

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / Letters: <d> and <b>

Alphabet  
Handwriting: <d> & <b>  
Handwriting: <d> & <b>  
Capitals: which name & sound?

Tricky Words: like, have

Revision: last 12 words  
Reading: two new tricky words

Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words  
Tricky word dictation: like, have

Words and Sentences

Word dictation  
Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting: <b> & <d>  
Word & picture matching  
Model sentence
Unit 9

**Alternatives:** \(<ie>, \<_e>, \<igh> & \<y>\)

- Blend \(<ie>, \<_e> & \<y>\) words
- Blending \(<igh>\) words
- Word & picture matching

**Handwriting:** Alphabet & Song / Letters: \(<r, n, m, h>\)

- Alphabet
- Handwriting
- Alphabetical order

**Tricky Words:** live, give

- Revision: last 12 words
- Reading: two new tricky words
- Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words
- Tricky word dictation: live, give

**Words and Sentences**

- Word dictation
- Model sentence

**Printable Worksheets**

- Handwriting: \(<b> & \<d>\)
- Word & picture matching
- Upper & lower case matching
- Model sentence
Unit 10

Alternatives: <ow> saying /oa/ & /ue/

Fill game: short vowels

Which short vowel is it?

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / Letters: Caterpillar /c/

Alphabet

Handwriting

Upper & lower case matching

Tricky Words: little, down

Revision: last 12 words

Reading: two new tricky words

Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words

Tricky word dictation: little, down

Words and Sentences

Word dictation

Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting

Word & picture matching

Word & picture matching

Word & picture matching

Model sentence
Unit 11

Alternatives: <er>, <ir>, <ur>

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / Tall Letters

Tricky Words: what, when, why

Words and Sentences

Printable Worksheets
Unit 12

Alternatives: \(<ue>, <ew>, <u_e>\)

\(<ue>, <ew>, \& <u_e>\)

Which alternative?

Blending words: \(<ue>, <u_e>, <ew>\)

Handwriting: Alphabet & Song / Letters with 'tails'

Alphabet

Handwriting

Alphabetical order

Tricky Words: where, who, which

Revision: last 12 words

Reading: three new tricky words

Look, cover, write, check for new tricky words

Tricky word dictation

Words and Sentences

Word dictation

Model sentence

Printable Worksheets

Handwriting

Which alternative?

Model sentence